
Tereira Prova de Tópios em Matemátia Apliada (2009/1)Professor Maro Cabral17 de junho de 2009SHORT QUESTIONSQUEST�O 1:(a) What is an arbitrage ?(b) What prevents the persisteny of arbitrage in a real market?() Explain the meaning of the phrase �The mean rate of growth (with respet to therisk-neutral probabilities) of the stok is equal to the rate of growth of the money marketaount.�QUEST�O 2: Determine if it is a stopping time or not the random variable Z (in a 3-period binomial model) de�ned below. If it is not, modify it at the minimum number of pointsso that it is a stopping time (the answer is not unique!).
Z(HHH) = 2, Z(HHT ) = 3, Z(HTH) = ∞, Z(HTT ) = 3,
Z(THH) = 3, Z(THT ) = 2, Z(TTH) = 1, Z(TTT ) = 2.QUEST�O 3: Suppose τ1 and τ2 are stopping times. Prove that Y = τ1 + τ2 is astopping time. NOT SO SHORT QUESTIONSQUEST�O 4: Suppose Zn is a supermartingale.(a) Is it true that Zn + K, for a given K ∈ R, is a supermartingale?(b) Consider the problem of determining an stohasti proess Xn suh that Xn ≥ Gnfor every n and Xn is a supermartingale. This problem has an unique solution?QUEST�O 5: Let Sn be the stok prie and Mn the maximum to date proess. Showthat (Sn, Mn) is Markov.QUEST�O 6: Let Mn be a symmetri random walk, and de�ne its maximum-to-dateproess Zn = max1≤k≤n Mk. Use an argument based on re�eted paths:(a) to determine a suh that P{Zn ≥ 10, Mn = 4} = P{Mn = a} for n an even positiveinteger;(b) to prove that P{τ1 ≤ 5} = P{M5 = 1} + 2P{M5 ≥ 3}.Explain this argumment arefully.QUEST�O 7: For the asymmetri random walk, onsider the �rst passage time τm tothe level m. Fix α ∈ (0, 1).(a) Is it true that E[ατ

−1 ] = E[ατ1 ]?(b) Is it true that (E[ατ
−1 ])2 = E[ατ

−2 ]?Justify your answer (τ−1 is the the �rst passage time to the level −1).QUEST�O 8: Suppose (the usual setup) that S0 = 4, u = 2, d = 1/2 and r = 1/4 (so
p̃ = q̃ = 1/2 and 1/(1 + r) = 4/5 = 0.8) in a two period model (S0, S1, S2). Consider anAmerian option (an be exerised at any time) that pays o�

g(Sn) = (5 − Sn)+.Determine:(a) the prie at time zero of this derivative.(b) the values of the stopping time τ for eah outome (HH, HT, TH, TT).Good Luk!


